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“Tughloq” is a materpice of historical plays by Girish Karnada about the 14th century 
Muslim ruler who was supposed to be the hero in Indian medieval history but 
unfortunately he became a tragic hero. The drama Tughloq exposes the rise and fall of 
historical figure in real sense along with it explored realistic historical background. If it is 
said that all happened because of fate or by luck would become over generalized view 
point of analyses. The concept of fate, luck, or the intention of God or Goddess only 
applicable to the Greek plays but not to these three dramas. Historical approaches. 
Psychological dimension can be applied to understand the down fall of these all 
Character. 
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“Tughloq” is a materpice of historical plays by Girish Karnada about the 14th century 
Muslim ruler who was supposed to be the hero in Indian medieval history but 
unfortunately he became a tragic hero. The drama Tughloq exposes the rise and fall of 
historical figure in real sense along with it explored realistic historical background. 

In all tragidies, protagonist is a heroic villain.Toghloq is a hero of the First part of the 
play and later he became contrary to his own character the second part of the play.The 
dramatist showed meticulous talent in picking up the historical character for the 
presentation of hidden and marginalized historical event and Tughloq character on to the 
stage with highly matured narrative style for the purpose of giving analogical viewpoint 
to the medieval Indian politics and its relevance in the present political scenario of Indian 
politics Tughloq revolves around the true edge of political craftsmanship. Political 
conspiracy and thirstiness’ for political power as well as bad attempt for good and 
idealized social and religion reformation. The crux of the problem lies in the weakness of 
a person who inspired by the force of extremely idealized decision in the renovation of 
socio-religion in related to the politics that cost him too dearly. His un-wise decision 
imposing jilia tax on hindus and shitting the idea of his capital from distance place to 
another by brutal force and the some other wise-decision which were too foresighted at 
that moment lead him to downfall. The Chain of sad and bad events and non-co-operation 
of his citizens compelled him to become hard and dictator. Thus he started to rule the 
kingdom with iron hand. Tugalqaspired to be the messenger of light to his people through 
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the political and social vision but became nightmare to is own people by his erratic 
decision.. 

Yayati is mythological drama inspired by Indian mythology for the presentation of 
modern man’s quest for having everlasting youth as wellyayati had desired to have 
uncountral sexual diseur and intention for  enjoying lustful life for ever. 

The adaption of Indian mythology of yayati by karnad remides us the “yayati complex”. 
The psychological term which means children ought to sacrifice their desire and wishes 
to the want of their parents. Otherwise the children who would not ready to obey their 
parent’s wish would be cursed by their parents for the attitude of disobedience. 

If the drama is considered to be a tragic at first glance the characters of  Yayathi is 
supposed to be considered as a tragic hero as the title of the drama was named Yayathi. 

Yayathi is not a tragic hero of the drama but his son pooru and his brothers who refused 
to surrender their youth to their father, but pooru saves his life by obeying his father and 
surrender his youth to his father. 

In the life of human ‘youth’ is very significant stage to enjoy his/her own life that no one 
wishes to lose his youth but such important phase of life was sacrificed by pooru. The 
sacrifice that pooru committed look great tragic than the suffering of yayathi from the 
curse inposed on him by shuklachari for his betrayal of his wife devayani and for 
maintaining extra-marital relationship with sharmiste the maidservant of Devayani. To 
lose one’s own ‘Youth’ at very young age is one of the greatest tragedy in human life at 
the same time to sacrifice one’s own youth for some one’s lustful life is another greatest 
tragedy on the moral ground. If it was analysed the tragedy of pooru could be the greatest 
tragedy because the sacrifice of ‘youth’ by force is deeply pathetic than the acceptance of 
curse for his wrong deed and betrayal. The tragic flaw lies in the unquenchable lust of 
yayathi. who is as insensitive as a beast to have life of unethical and immoral life. It 
appears to be that yayathi’s life was only to have sensual pleasure that is not the life of 
moral and ethical. 

In all three tragic protagonist tragic elements found in different aspects, In Tughloq 
tragedy-false rests in his weakness towards political power and his cruelty to possess the 
political power in inferior and  mean manner however Tipu’s tragic fall prevails in the 
external circumstances of his life and character  it was beyond his control and his own  
people who betrayed him but the tragic down fall of yayati was in the moral degeneration 
of yayathi’s character and in the ‘yayathi complex’ that lie in the character of pooru who 
voluntarily yield to sacrifice his ‘youth’. even in general sense pooru was emotionally 
exploited by his father. 

Tipukandakanasu (the Dreams of  Tipu Sultan) is an another historical play by Girish 
Karnad. The plot of his play depict the last a few year of the Ruler of Mysore. 
TipuSulthan through the eyes of orientalist most of the time Girish karnad’s plays can be 
claimed as a historical document, because all his historical dramas have been contracted 
on the ground research oriented background and basis. 
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Tipu was an idealist as well as Tugulaq but play writer tries to explore the weakness of 
Tuguloq in related to his acquisition of political power to make him humanize but Tipu 
was not as Tuguloq was in the matter of power. He was seen as he was oppressed by 
Marata and Hyderabad Nijam. 

Tipu did not have any weakness as Tugluq. His down fall just because of he was betrayed 
by his fate and that was not like ‘the fate’ which force the down fall of oedipus to let him 
tragic hero more over he had idealized personality hence his tragic end is not because of 
his tragic flaw in him but it is extranal and beyond his internal character in addition his 
tragedy forced by circumstance as well as conspiracy against by British’s, 
Diwanpoornaya, The dreams of Tipu represent the symbolic presentation of secular 
socialism. Marata’sheartedness toward Tipu was hindering for the establishment of 
secularsociety. 

Indian mythology is abounds in innumerous stories of tragedies. Our ancestors created 
such a number of stories to present their own understanding of human world with in and 
external world who lived in it. 

       Under the name of Mythology some Mythological story presented purely 
imaginative content and theme which are completely beyond even reality that human can 
imagine and conceive but some of the Mythological Stories deeply presented realistic 
story of real human and their real  inner feeling, thoughts and their genuine life with 
natural way of their life style thus yayathi is a mythological story of real man who ever 
tried to become ever young and attempted to enjoy unlimited lust full life of young age. 
But his attempt it is unnatural. Imaginative story is talking about the natural reality that 
tohave everlasting youth leads to moral decay of any generation either our past 
generation or the present generation who learned nothing from the stories like this. 

       There is a Saying that history repeats but man cannot learn anything from the history 
except having restored the information from history. 

Tipu dreams are dreams of everyone suffered a lot from losing freedom of one’s own but 
people who are unable to understand common enemy who tried to betray others and 
betrayed themselves such as Hyderabad Nezam and Marathas. These people did know the 
real enemy who are nothing but British But unfortunately they that Tipu was their enemy 
and therefore they helped wrong person to help themselves. Fortunately they did not 
know and misjudge that tipu was their enemy but Tipu was completely aware that British 
were the true enemy to the nation and the establishment of Indian nationality and their 
freedom however Hyderabad Nezam and Marathas could not understand it even the great 
opportunist Diwan Poornaian could not understand it as a result Tipu was betrayed Tipu 
and he was all alone. If he wanted to save his skin he could survive even he knew all 
about it but he cannot do except to obey the treaty which was extremely favor to British 
and to send his children as hostages. Here Tipu looks too idealist, generous, However he 
spent most of his life as a warrior. He did not make his hand blood as Tughloq killing 
innocent people or spoil his own life for the sake of power. Both Tughloq and Tipu were 
idealist in their own sense but the ways that circumstance forces him and the people 
around them and their subordinates could not understand them. These two characters 
form the history of India proved that only to have idealistic approaches towards to 
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achieve political supremacy over the state is not possible without the co-operation of 
people, His subjects and favorable circumstances. If it is said that all happened because of 
fate or by luck would become over generalized view point of analyses. The concept of 
fate, luck, or the intention of God or Goddess only applicable to the Greek plays but not 
to these three dramas. Historical approaches. Psychological dimension can be applied to 
understand the down fall of these all Character. 
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